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1. introduction

Linguistics and Philosophy
the method and concerns are similar

problem of meaning and use from long 
tradition of philosophical investigation



2. Problem at frontier research

surface structure (표층구조)
the analysis of utterance into a hierarchy of 

phrase, each belonging to a specific 
category



2. Con’d

deep structure(심층구조)
by certain formal operation of a very special 

kind generally called “grammatical 
transformation”.
indication of semantic interpretation



2 . example

She is easy to please.

She is eager to please.

나는 그녀의 요리를 좋아한다.



3. Cognitive process 

perceptual model

learning model



4. Generative grammar

innate

not so rich as to be incompatible with 
the known diversity of language.

how to acquire this generative grammar



5. Suggestion

Chomsky’s suggestion

To determine the relevance of linguistics to 
philosophy, we must investigate the nature 
of language, the way in which language is 
used and understood, the basis for its 
acquisition.



6. Critical analysis 
to philosophical material

(1) Good man
historical misunderstanding

failure to formulate correctly the exact 
nature of the acquisition of knowledge

lack of familiarity of my work (above 
outlined)



6 . Con’d

(2) Hilary Putnam
underestimate the richness of structure the 

particular and detailed properties of grammar 
and form and organization.

innate universal grammar, the hypothesis of 
common origins of language.

problem of language acquisition



6. Con’d

(3) Henry Hiz
competence and performance

presystematic level

second level



6. con’d

(4) Harman
competence and performance

how he misunderstand Chomsky’s concept 
of competence 



7. Conclusion

doubt that linguistics can provide “a 
new technique” for analytic philosophy

but, study of language can clarify and 
in part substantiate certain conclusions 
about human knowledge that relative 
directly to classical issue in the 
philosophy of mind



Thanks. Any qustions?
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